The 6 Best Tented Camps for Glamping Lovers

From Big Sur to Sri Lanka, these pitch-perfect tented-camp hotels prove that glamping has really grown up.
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Pitching a tent, toasting s’mores on an open flame, then crawling into a sleeping bag for the night—there’s nothing like camping. But there is something better: not pitching a tent (but sleeping in one), toasting s’mores over an open flame, and crawling into an actual bed, which doesn’t require a sleeping bag or a headlamp (in case of a midnight bathroom run). Thankfully, camping has evolved, and at these hotels, you can sleep under canvas in some of the most remote parts of the world without having to rough it.

North Bank, Paws Up, Montana
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If you’ve watched *Legends of the Fall*, you’ve seen the setting for the [Resort at Paws Up](#), a ranch turned resort in Montana. The property has a myriad of accommodation offerings, but its newest camp, North Bank, is by far the shiniest. Set on the banks of the Blackfoot River, the North Bank camp offers a glamping experience at its finest: comfy beds, heated floors, air-conditioning, and windows that gaze out over the endless Montana landscape. The tents are also kitted out with leather couches, chandeliers, and Western geometric carpets, offering Western Americana at its best. *Starting rate: $746/person/night.*

*For more from the International Design Authority, subscribe to Architectural Digest now.*
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